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Class:

Do you think that Carlos taking the picture
of Ashley and forwarding it to classmates
without her permission was cyberbullying?
Why? Did Carlos have Ashley’s consent to
photo capture and distribute the picture?
What could Mayumi have done differently?
How could Mayumi have made her
FaceSpace page more secure?
How could Ashley’s friends have responded
differently when they first received the
photo? How might this incident have an
impact on Ashley’s self-concept?
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Class:

How could you encourage Faheem to turn
off his video games and play outside? Who
could he turn to for help?
What message did you learn from the real
life victim whose photos were forwarded
on the Internet?

What advice would you give to a friend
who was being cyberbullied like Mayumi?
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Class:

Do you think that Carlos taking the picture of Ashley and forwarding it to classmates
without her permission was cyberbullying? Why? Did Carlos have Ashley’s consent to photo
capture and distribute the picture?
Yes I believe this was cyberbullying. No, he did not have her consent. There was intent to hurt
someone using technology – in this case sending pictures over the Internet. In fact this was
cyberbullying in a very public forum.

What could Mayumi have done differently? How could Mayumi have made her FaceSpace
page more secure?
Mayumi left her security settings set to an open profile that allows anyone on FaceSpace to
access her personal information and photos. Mayumi should have customized her settings to
allow only her closest friends to have access to her personal information and photos.
How could Ashley’s friends have responded differently when they first received the photo?
How might this incident have an impact on Ashley’s self-concept?
Her friends should have spoken to Ashley immediately and not have shared the photo with
others or have made jokes about it. They should have encouraged Ashley to contact a trusted
adult as soon as possible to receive advice on how best to handle the situation. Also instead of
treating Carlos like a hero her friends should have told him how wrong he was in sending the
photo to classmates and that he was being a cyberbully.
She might feel disappointed and sad with herself. Ashley might believe the name calling and
bullying and think she deserves to be treated this way.
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Class:

How could you encourage Faheem to turn off his video games and play outside? Who could
he turn to for help?
I would let Faheem know how frustrated I am with him and how worried I am about his excessive
game playing. I would also try to set up some fun activities that he likes that might draw him
away from his gaming. If all else fails I would anonymously speak to his mom or dad.

What message did you learn from the real life victim whose photos were forwarded on the
Internet?
It was a very moving talk that made the whole concept of sharing too much personal
information online very real. The message is to be very careful about what you send out online
as it can have very harsh and lasting consequences.

What advice would you give to a friend who was being cyberbullied like Mayumi?
I would suggest to her to keep the information on her computer and to immediately speak to her
parents, a trusted teacher or a community support group like Kids Help Phone.
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